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Sweets like Oreo, Pie and Tiramisu: Android Testing with QF-Test 

 

With the release of QF-Test version 6.0, Android applications can now also be tested via 

QF-Test. Both on real devices and via emulator, the familiar functions and concepts of 

QF-Test can be used for testing mobile apps. 

What do sweets like Oreo or Tiramisu have to do with QF-Test? The free software 

Android "sweetens" its various versions with these names. Android is the basis for apps 

on mobile devices from Samsung, LG and Google, among others. 

Familiar user interactions with the touch display (swiping, changing orientation, 

confirming...) can be simulated for the tests - so the tests can be run on emulators, but 

also on real devices. The familiar workflow of QF-Test can also be transferred to Android 

tests: With the help of a recording window, you can record the interactions with your 

application and checks directly into a test suite, the control structure remains the same 

and component detection also works as usual.  

 

 

 

 

 

A special recording window in 

QF-Test allows flexible 

recording of actions and 

checks independent of the 

use of emulators or real 

devices. 



 

 

 

Another "candy" is added by QFS: This new version with Android support is free for 

customers who already use QF-Test with at least four other UI technologies. 

This technical-financial "sweet stuff" goes down well for experienced users of QF-Test 

and QFS customers: „Having used QF-Test for many years, we were excited to learn that 

we could add our mobile solution to the QF-Test suite. We are still in the process of 

building the mobile suite, but in a short time we have been able to achieve great 

coverage due to the familiarity of QF-Test and competent support which is secund to 

none. We have tried other tools, but this is the first where we have not had to tweak UI 

animations on the Android devices to fulfil our requirements for robustness.“ says 

Michael Eriksen, Senior Test Automation Specialist Systematic, Denmark. 

 

 

 

 

Quality First Software: Tool QF-Test (www.qfs.de) 

The company QFS (Quality First Software GmbH) is a German tool manufacturer with 

offices in the south of Munich and in Leipzig. With its product QF-Test, QFS has been 

firmly established in the GUI test automation market since 2001. Started as a 

professional testing tool for applications with Java Swing interfaces, QF-Test today also 

supports cross-browser web testing, JavaFX as successor of Swing, Windows, PDFs and 

Eclipse/SWT/RCP applications – all of them platform independent. 

More than 1.400 customers in over 60 countries trust QF-Test, spread across all 

industries and company sizes. Customers especially appreciate the easy accessibility of 

the product for testers as well as developers, the stability and flexibility of the product as 

well as the fast and competent support in several languages.  

The fact that working under the motto "Quality first" and "Family first" is fun is 

demonstrated by the multiple awards won by QFS (like Great Place to work®).  

 

Contact: Claudia Baur, claudia.baur@qfs.de, +49-8171-386-48-10 
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